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The complexity of equivalence and isomorphism of
systems of equations over finite groups�
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Abstract

We study the computational complexity of the isomorphism and equivalence problems on systems
of equations over a fixed finite group. We show that the equivalence problem is in P if the group is
Abelian, and coNP-complete if the group is non-Abelian. We prove that if the group is non-Abelian,
then the problem of deciding whether two systems of equations over the group are isomorphic is
coNP-hard. If the group is Abelian, then the isomorphism problem is GRAPH ISOMORPHISM-hard.
Moreover, if we impose the restriction that all equations are of bounded length, then we prove that the
isomorphism problem for systems of equations over finite Abelian groups is GRAPH ISOMORPHISM-
complete. Finally, we prove that the problem of counting the number of isomorphisms of systems of
equations is no harder than deciding whether there exist any isomorphisms at all.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The computational complexity of deciding whether a system of equations over a fixed
finite group is solvable has been studied in the past. Goldmann and Russel[6] proved
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that the problem is in P if the group is Abelian and NP-complete otherwise. This line of
research continued in[7,11], where the corresponding problem for finitemonoidswas given
a complete solution. Moreover, some very interesting results in the general case of finite
semigroups have been proved by Klíma et al. in [7]. Note that even the restricted problem
of determining the computational complexity of solving systems of equations over a fixed
regular semigroup is still open. The problem of deciding whether systems of equations over
a fixed finite group(G, ·) are solvable is denoted by EQN∗

G in the literature.
The computational complexity of counting solutions to systems of equations over a fixed

finite semigroup has been studied in [12], where it is proved that if the semigroup is an
Abelian group, then the problem is in FP, and if the semigroup is a non-Abelian group, then
the problem is #P-complete. This problem is denoted #EQN∗

G.
In this paper, we study the computational complexity of deciding whether systems of

equations over a fixed finite group are equivalent/isomorphic. More specifically, the equiv-
alence problem is the problem of deciding whether two systems of equations have the same
set of solutions and the isomorphism problem is the problem of deciding whether two sys-
temsof equations can bemadeequivalent by permuting the variables in one of them.Wealso
study the problem of counting the number of isomorphisms. These fundamental problems
have as far as we know eluded previous investigations from a computational complexity
perspective, except for some results on theBoolean constraint equivalence and isomorphism
problems, due to Böhler et al. [2,4], that are also relevant in our setting. More specifically,
the equivalence problem for systems of equations over the two element groupZ2 where
each equation has a bounded number of variable occurrences is in P, and the corresponding
isomorphism problem is GRAPH ISOMORPHISM-complete. Note that in [2,4] Böhler et al.
only study the equivalence and isomorphism problems for Boolean constraints over fixed
finite constraint languages, and hence the arity of all constraints involved can be assumed
to be bounded by a constant. This motivates us to additionally study the complexity of our
problems under the restriction that the number of variables in each equation is bounded by
a constant.
The computational complexity of several other isomorphism and equivalence prob-

lems have been intensively studied in the past, most notably the GRAPH ISOMORPHISM

problem [8], the formula isomorphism problem [1], and the isomorphism problem for
branching programs [13]. Although there are not many results in the literature having direct
implications for the equivalence and isomorphism problems for systems of equations, many
of the constructions and proof techniques from [1,2,4,10] can be reused.

1.1. Definitions and summary of results

A system of equations over a fixed finite group(G, ·) is a collection of equations of the
form x1 · x2 · · · · · xk = xk+1 · · · · · xn, where eachxi is either a variable or a constant in
G. We will often useG as a shorthand for(G, ·) and in the case of Abelian groups we will
denote the group operation by+. We also assume that all equations have been simplified so
that they do not contain subexpressions of the typea · b whereaandbare group constants.
The length of an equation is defined to be the number of variable occurrences in it.

A system of equations is said to be of lengthk if k is the length of the longest equation in
the system.
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Example 1. Let S1 be the following system of equations overZ3:

x + x + y = 2+ z, (1)

x + 2z = 1, (2)

2+ w + 1+ y = z + 2. (3)

Eq. (1) is of length 4 (xoccurs twice,yandzoccur once each), (2) is of length 3 (2z amounts
to two occurrences ofz since 2z is just another way of writingz + z), and (3) is of length
3. HenceS1 is of length 4.

Definition 2. Let Sbe a system of equations on variablesX and let� be a permutation of
X. By �(S) we denote the system of equations that results when we replace each variablex
in Sby �(x).
• EQUIV-EQN∗

G is the problem of deciding whether two systems of equationsS1 and
S2 on variablesX overG are equivalent, i.e., whether for every assignment of values
in G to the variables inX, S1 is satisfied if and only ifS2 is satisfied. Note that when we
say thatS1 andS2 are systems of equations on variablesX we only mean thatX is the
union of the variables inS1 andS2, hence all variables inX need not to occur both inS1
andS2. If S1 is equivalent toS2 we denote this byS1 ≡ S2.

• ISO-EQN∗
G is the problem of deciding whether two systems of equationsS1 and S2

on variablesX overG are isomorphic, i.e., whether there exists a permutation� of the
variables inX such that�(S1) ≡ S2. If S1 is isomorphic toS2 we denote this byS1�S2.

• ISO-B-EQN∗
G,k and EQUIV-B-EQN∗

G,k are the restricted forms of ISO-EQN∗
G and

EQUIV-EQN∗
G, respectively, where the systems of equations have been bounded to have

length at mostk.
• # ISO-EQN∗

G is the counting version of ISO-EQN∗
G, i.e., the problem of counting the

number of permutations� of the variables inX such that�(S1) ≡ S2.

The complexity of EQUIV-EQN∗
G (ISO-EQN∗

G, # ISO-EQN∗
G) is measured in the size

of the systems of equations (the size ofG is fixed and does not matter). Note that in all of
the problems described above, each group gives rise to a distinct problem. Hence we are
trying to classify the complexity of infinite classes of problems. Moreover, the additional
restriction that the systems of equations must have length at mostk gives rise to infinite
classes of problems for each fixed group. This framework makes it possible to give a very
fine grained analysis for the complexity of the equivalence and isomorphism problems for
systems of equations over finite groups. Also note that all the problems above become trivial
if the groupG is the (trivial) one element group. Hencewhen stating our hardness results for
problems over Abelian groups we will always assume that the group involved is different
from the trivial one.
Themain results of the paper can be summarized as follows.We prove that if the group is

non-Abelian, then the equivalence problem is coNP-complete and if the group is Abelian,
then the equivalence problem is in P. As for the isomorphism problem we prove that
if the group is non-Abelian, then the isomorphism problem is coNP-hard and in�P

2. If
the group is Abelian, then the isomorphism problem is GRAPH ISOMORPHISM-hard and in
NP. For the restriction of the problems where the length of all equations are bounded by
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k, we are able to give a very detailed picture for the complexity of ISO-B-EQN∗
G,k and

EQUIV-B-EQN∗
G,k. EQUIV-B-EQN∗

G,k is coNP-complete whenG is non-Abelian andk�3,

otherwise EQUIV-B-EQN∗
G,k is in P. ISO-B-EQN∗

G,k is in P whenk�2 (for all groupsG).

If k�3, then ISO-B-EQN∗
G,k is GRAPH ISOMORPHISM-complete whenG is Abelian, and

coNP-hard and in PNP|| for all non-Abelian groupsG. Our results on the complexity of

EQUIV-B-EQN∗
G,k and ISO-B-EQN∗

G,k can be seen as a first attempt to extend the complexity
classification of the equivalence and isomorphism problems for constraints over fixed finite
Boolean constraint languages to larger domains.
For the problem of counting the number of isomorphisms, we give an algorithm that

shows that it is no harder to count the number of isomorphisms than to decide whether
any isomorphisms exist at all. As a corollary to this algorithm we obtain the result that ISO-
EQN∗

G for Abelian groups is powerless as anoracle toPP, and that ISO-EQN∗
G for non-Abelian

groups is no more powerful than an NP-oracle for PP. These results indicate that ISO-EQN∗
G

for Abelian groups is not NP-complete, and that ISO-EQN∗
G for non-Abelian groups is not

�P
2-complete.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section2, we prove our results concerning the

equivalence problem, Section 3 deals with the isomorphism problem, Section 4 treats the
problem of counting the number of isomorphisms, and finally in Section 5 we present our
conclusions and some ideas for future research.

2. Equivalence

In this section we investigate the computational complexity of EQUIV-EQN∗
G, that is,

the problem of deciding whether two systems of equations over a fixed finite group are
equivalent. We prove that EQUIV-EQN∗

G is coNP-complete ifG is non-Abelian, and that
EQUIV-EQN∗

G is in P ifG is an Abelian group.
First note that it is easy to see that the equivalence problem is in coNP.

Theorem 3. EQUIV-EQN∗
G is in coNP.

The following theorem states that if it is hard to decide whether systems of equations
over a groupGare solvable, then it is also hard to decide whether systems of equations over
the same group are equivalent.

Theorem 4. If EQN∗
G isNP-complete, thenEQUIV-EQN∗

G is coNP-complete.

Proof. If EQN∗
G is NP-complete, it follows that it is coNP-complete to decide whether a

system of equations overG is insoluble. Since a system of equations is insoluble if and only
if it is equivalent to an insoluble system of equations (for example a system of equations
containing the equationa = b wherea andb are distinct constants inG), it follows that
EQUIV-EQN∗

G is coNP-complete. �

The previous theorem and the fact that EQN∗
G is NP-complete whenG is a non-Abelian

group[6] immediately implies the following corollary:
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Corollary 5. EQUIV-EQN∗
G is coNP-complete when G is a non-Abelian group.

Next we prove that if it is easy to count the number of solutions to systems of equations
over a groupG, then it is also easy to decide whether systems of equations over the same
group are equivalent.

Theorem 6. EQUIV-EQN∗
G is inP if #EQN∗

G is in FP.

Proof. Let S1 andS2 be two systems of equations. Count the number of solutions toS1
andS2: if they have different number of solutions they are not equivalent. Thus, we can
assume thatS1 andS2 have the same number of solutions. Count the number of solutions to
the system of equations consisting of the union ofS1 andS2. If the number of solutions to
this system of equations equals the number of solutions toS1, then we know thatS1 andS2
have the same set of solutions and henceS1 is equivalent toS2, otherwiseS1 andS2 have
different sets of solutions and thus are inequivalent.�

The following corollary follows directly from Theorem6 and the fact that #EQN∗
G is in

FP whenG is an Abelian group [12].

Corollary 7. EQUIV-EQN∗
G is inPwhen G is an Abelian group.

It should be clear that Theorems4 and 6 also hold when generalized to systems of
equations over a fixed finite semigroupG. Hence interesting results on the complexity of
EQUIV-EQN∗

G, whereG is a finite semigroup, can be deduced from the results for #EQN∗
G

and EQN∗
G proved in [7,11,12]. We collect these results in the following corollary.

Corollary 8. EQUIV-EQN∗
G is coNP-complete when

• G is a monoid but is not commutative[11].
• G is a monoid but is not a union of Abelian groups[11].
• G is a regular semigroup but is not a strong normal band of Abelian groups[7].
EQUIV-EQN∗

G is inPwhen
• G is a direct product of an Abelian group and a rectangular band[12],
• G is a semigroup with zero, such that for all elementsx, y, x · y = 0 [12].

2.1. Bounded length

If we restrict the problemand require that all equations are of bounded length, thenwe can
prove an even tighter correspondence between the complexity of the equivalence problem
and the solvability problem.

Theorem 9. If EQN∗
G,k is in P, then EQUIV-B-EQN∗

G,k is in P, and if EQN∗
G,k is

NP-complete,thenEQUIV-B-EQN∗
G,k iscoNP-complete(whereEQN∗

G,k denotes the solvabil-
ity problem restricted to systems of equations of length at most k).
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Proof. For the tractability part we give a polynomial-time Turing reduction from EQUIV-
B-EQN∗

G,k to EQN∗
G,k. The reduction is the same as the one in the proof of[2, Lemma 7].

Let S → E denote that the equationE can be inferred from the system of equationsS, i.e.,
there exists no assignment to the variables inSsuch thatSis satisfied andE is not satisfied.
Let S1 andS2 be two systems of equations where all equations are of length at mostk for
some constantk. S1 andS2 are equivalent if and only ifS1 → E for every equationE in
S2, andS2 → E′ for every equationE′ in S1. Note that it is easy to check whetherS1 → E

with at most|G|k queries to EQN∗
G,k. For every assignment to the variables inE that does

not satisfyE, we check whether this partial assignment of the variables can be extended to
a satisfying assignment forS1. Of course,S1 → E if and only if none of these assignments
can be extended to a satisfying assignment toS1.
The coNP-completeness part follows from Theorem 4.�

Note that the preceding theorem also holds when generalized to systems of equations
over a fixed finite semigroupG.
It is easy to see that equations of length more than 3 can always be split into equations

of length 3 in a solvability preserving manner by introducing new variables. Hence, EQN∗
G

is polynomial-time reducible to the restricted form where each equation have at most 3
variable occurrences, i.e., EQN∗

G is polynomial-time reducible to EQN∗
G,3. This observation

together with the preceding theoremand the fact that EQN∗
G is NP-complete for non-Abelian

groups [6], gives us the following result.

Corollary 10. EQUIV-B-EQN∗
G,k is coNP-complete for all non-Abelian groups G when

k�3.

Next, we prove that the equivalence problem for systems of equations of length at most
2 is in P for all groupsG.

Theorem 11. EQUIV-B-EQN∗
G,k is inP for all groups G whenk�2.

Proof. Weprove that EQN∗
G,2 is in P.Hence, the desired result then follows fromTheorem9.

First of all, equations of the forma = a, wherea is a constant fromG, are redundant and
can be removed, and if there exists an equation in the system of equations of the formd = e,
wheredandeare distinct constants fromG, then clearly the system has no solution. Hence,
we can assume that all equations contain at least one variable.
Represent the system of equationsSas a graphG with one vertex for each variable in

S and an edge between any pair of vertices whose corresponding variables occur in the
same equation inS. It should be clear that the connected components inG corresponds
to independent subsystems ofS. ObviouslyS has a solution if and only if each of these
independent subsystems of equations have a solution. Hence each of these independent
subsystems can be tested for solvability in isolation.
Let S′ be such a subsystem corresponding to a connected component inG. Choose an

arbitrary variable inS′, sayx. If we assign a valuea ∈ G to x, then each equation where
x occurred will now be either in the formb · y = c or d = e whereb, c, d, andeare (not
necessarily distinct) constants fromG andy is a variable. Note that since we are working
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over a group, equations of the formb · y = c always have a unique solution. Henceywill
be forced to take a value fromGand the propagation can continue in the samemanner until
all variables inS′ have been assigned. Now if there is an equation in the resulting system of
equations of the formd = e, wheredandeare distinct constants fromG, then clearly there
exists no solution ofS′ such thata is assigned tox. OtherwiseS′ has a solution (wherea
is assigned tox). ObviouslyS′ has a solution if and only if for at least one elementa ∈ G,
there exists a solution wherea is assigned tox. �

3. Isomorphism

In this section we investigate the computational complexity of ISO-EQN∗
G, that is, the

problem of deciding whether two systems of equations over a fixed finite group are iso-
morphic. We prove that ISO-EQN∗

G is coNP-hard ifG is non-Abelian, and that ISO-EQN∗
G

is GRAPH ISOMORPHISM-hard ifG is an Abelian group. If we restrict the problem and de-
mand that all equations are of bounded length, then ISO-EQN∗

G in the Abelian case becomes
GRAPH ISOMORPHISM-complete, and ISO-EQN∗

G in the non-Abelian case is in PNP|| , i.e., the
class of problems solvable in polynomial time with parallel access to an NP-oracle.
We begin by giving upper bounds for the complexity of the isomorphism problem.

Theorem 12. ISO-EQN∗
G is inNPwhenG is an Abelian group andISO-EQN∗

G is in�P
2 when

G is a non-Abelian group.

Proof. The NP upper bound for ISO-EQN∗
G whenG is an Abelian group follows from the

results in the previous section on the equivalence problem. We know from Corollary7
that�(S1) ≡ S2 can be decided in polynomial time whenG is an Abelian group, hence
ISO-EQN∗

G is in NP whenG is an Abelian group.
For the�P

2 upper bound we nondeterministically choose a permutation� of the variables
in X and use an NP-oracle to check whether�(S1) ≡ S2. Hence ISO-EQN∗

G is in NPNP

= �P
2. �

The following theorem states that if it is hard to decide whether systems of equations
over a groupGare solvable, then it is also hard to decide whether systems of equations over
the same group are isomorphic.

Theorem 13. If EQN∗
G isNP-complete thenISO-EQN∗

G is coNP-hard.

Proof. If EQN∗
G is NP-complete, then it follows that it is coNP-hard to decide whether a

system of equations overG is insoluble. Since a system of equations is insoluble if and only
if it is isomorphic to an insoluble system of equations, e.g., a system of equations containing
the equationa = b wherea andb are distinct constants inG, it follows that ISO-EQN∗

G is
coNP-hard. �

The previous theorem and the fact that EQN∗
G is NP-complete whenG is a non-Abelian

group[6] immediately implies the following corollary.
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Corollary 14. ISO-EQN∗
G is coNP-hard when G is a non-Abelian group.

The following theorem indicates that ISO-EQN∗
G for Abelian groups perhaps is not in P,

or at least that it is hard to prove that ISO-EQN∗
G is in P for Abelian groups.

Theorem 15. Let G be a finite Abelian group(different from the trivial one), thenGRAPH

ISOMORPHISMis polynomial-time many-one reducible toISO-EQN∗
G.

Proof. We first show the result for the case whereG is a cyclic group (that is groups of
the formZm, i.e., the integers modulomunder addition), then we show how to extend this
result to all finite Abelian groups.
Since the group is Abelian, we denote the group operation by+. As usual we denote

the elements ofZm as{0,1,2, . . . , m − 1}, where 0 is the identity element and 1 is the
group generator. It is known that GRAPHISOMORPHISMis polynomial-time equivalent to the
GRAPH ISOMORPHISMproblem restricted to bipartite graphs. To reduce the general GRAPH

ISOMORPHISMproblem to the GRAPH ISOMORPHISMproblem restricted to bipartite graphs;
we simply split each edge by introducing a new vertex as a middle point, and attach a
sufficiently large even cycle to each of these new vertices (forcing middle points to be
mapped to middle points). The resulting bipartite graphs are isomorphic if and only if the
original graphs are isomorphic. To simplify the proof we assume fromnowon that all graphs
are bipartite and contain no isolated vertices.
Let T be the following transformation from a graphH = (V ,E), whereV = {1,

2, . . . , n} andE = {e1, e2, . . . , em}, to a system of equationsT (H) overG:

T (H) = {xi + xj + yk = 1 | ek = {i, j}} ∪ {xi + zi + z′
i = 1 | i ∈ V }.

The variablesxi and yk correspond to vertexi and edgeek, respectively. Thez and z′
variables are used to distinguishx variables fromy variables. This transformation is based
on the construction in the proof of[2, Theorem 25].
Let T (H) → a + b + c = 1 (wherea, b, c are variables occurring inT (H)) denote that

the equationa + b + c = 1 can be inferred from the system of equationsT (H), i.e., there
exists no assignment to the variables inT (H) such thatT (H) is satisfied anda +b+ c = 1
is not satisfied. Note that sinceG is Abelian, we (for example) considera + b + c = 1 as
being identical tob + a + c = 1. A maximum set of equations is a set of equationsSsuch
that if S → E thenE ∈ S.
The proof of the theorem relies on the following lemma, which shows thatT (H) is a

maximum set of equations of the typea + b + c = 1, wherea, b, c are distinct variables.
More precisely, the lemma shows that there exists no equationEof length 3 having exactly 3
distinct variables (and no constants) on the left-hand side and only the constant 1 on the
right-hand side, such thatT (H) → E andE /∈ T (H).
The importance of the property thatT (H) is a maximum set of equations (of typea +

b+ c = 1), lies in the observation that two maximum sets of equations are equivalent if and
only if the sets are equal. We will see later thatT (H) would not necessarily be a maximum
set of equations of typea + b + c = 1 for non-bipartite graphsH.

Lemma 16. The following holds for every triplea, b, c of distinct variables inT (H): If
T (H) → a + b + c = 1, thena + b + c = 1 ∈ T (H).
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Proof. The proof is a minor modification of the proof of Lemma 27 in[3] and consists of
a careful case analysis. LetX = {xi | i ∈ V }, Y = {yi | ei ∈ E}, andZ = {zi, z′

i | i ∈ V }.
To give the proof more structure we assume thata�b�c, where� is the following order
onX ∪ Y ∪ Z:

x1 < · · · < xn < y1 < · · · < ym < z1 < · · · < zn < z′
1 < · · · < z′

n.

With the aim of reaching a contradiction we assume that there exists a triplea, b, c of
distinct variables inT (H) such thatT (H) → a + b + c = 1 anda + b + c = 1 /∈ T (H).
In each of the 10 possible cases that arise we show that there exists an assignment to the
variables such thatT (H) is satisfied buta + b + c = 1 is not satisfied.
(1) If a, b, andc are inX, then set all variables inX to 0, and all variables inY to 1.

This assignment can be extended to an assignment that satisfiesT (H) but nota + b

+ c = 1.
(2) If a, b are inX, andc is inY, suppose thatc = yk and letek = {i, j}. By the assumption

thata + b + c = 1 is not inT (H), at least one ofa andb is not in{xi, xj }. Without
loss of generality, leta /∈ {xi, xj }. Seta to 1 and setX \ {a} to 0. Note that such an
assignment will forceyk = c to be set to 1. This assignment can be extended to an
assignment satisfyingT (H) but nota + b + c = 1.

(3) If a, b are inX, andc is in Z, then consider the assignment that assigns 0 to every
variable inZ, 1 to every variable inX, and|G| − 1 (i.e.,m − 1 if the group isZm) to
every variable inY. This assignment satisfiesT (H) but nota + b + c = 1.

(4) If a is in X, andb, c are inY, then set all variables inX to 0, and all variables inY to
1. This can be extended to a satisfying assignment toT (H) but not toa + b + c = 1.

(5) If a is in X, b is in Y, andc is in Z, then consider the assignment that assigns 0 to
every variable inZ, 1 to every variable inX, and|G| − 1 to every variable inY. This
assignment satisfiesT (H) but nota + b + c = 1.

(6) If a is in X, andb, c are inZ, then consider the assignment that assigns 0 toa, b,
andc. We know by assumption thata + b + c = 1 /∈ T (H), hence this assignment
can be extended to an assignment onX ∪ Z satisfying all equations inT (H) of the
form xi + zi + z′

i = 1. Now since all remaining equations inT (H) contain a variable
fromY and no variable inY occurs in more than one equation, it is easy to see that
this assignment can be extended to an assignment that satisfiesT (H) but nota + b

+ c = 1.
(7) If a, b, andc are inY, then consider the assignment that assigns 0 to all variables

inY. This assignment can be extended to a satisfying assignment toT (H) but not to
a + b + c = 1. Note that the fact that the assignment can be extended follows from
the bipartiteness of the graph. A two coloring of the graph gives an assignment that
assigns 1 to exactly one of{xi, xj } for eachek = {i, j} and 0 to all other elements
of X.

(8) If a, b are inY, andc is in Z, then consider the assignment that assigns 2 toc (0 to c
if the group isZ2), 1 to every variable inX, and|G| − 1 to every variable inY. This
assignment can be extended to an assignment that satisfiesT (H) but nota + b +
c = 1.

(9) If a is inY, andb, c is inZ, leta = ek whereek = {i, j}. If {b, c} = {zl, z′
l} for somel,

then setxl to 1. In all cases, setbandc to 0, and for allek = {i, j} ∈ Y set exactly one
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of {xi, xj } to 1 (this could bexl). Set all other elements ofX to 0, and all elements of
Y to 0. This assignment can be extended to an assignment that satisfiesT (H) but not
a + b + c = 1. Note again that the existence of such an assignment to the variables
in X follows from the fact that the graph is bipartite.

(10) If a, b, andc are inZ, then consider the assignment that assigns 0 to every variable in
Z, 1 to every variable inX, and|G|−1 to every variable inY. This assignment satisfies
T (H) but nota + b + c = 1.

Hence ifT (H) → a + b + c = 1, thena + b + c = 1 ∈ T (H). �

The importance of the fact thatT (H) is a maximum set of equations of the forma + b

+ c = 1 lies in the observation thatT (H1) ≡ T (H2) if and only if T (H1) = T (H2). Note
again that sinceG is Abelian we considera +b+ c = 1 as being identical tob+ c+a = 1,
and so on. HenceT (H1) is isomorphic toT (H2) if and only if there exists a permutation�
of the variables inT (H1) ∪ T (H2) such that�(T (H1)) = T (H2).

LetH1 = (V ,E) andH2 = (V ,E′) be two bipartite graphs, with an equal number of ver-
ticesandedges,whereV = {1,2, . . . , n},E = {e1, e2, . . . , em}, andE′ = {e′

1, e
′
2, . . . , e

′
m}.

We will prove that there exists an isomorphism� fromH1 toH2 if and only if there exists
an isomorphism� from T (H1) to T (H2).
Given an isomorphism� fromH1 toH2, we construct an isomorphism� from T (H1) to

T (H2) as follows. For eachi in V, let �(xi) = x�(i), �(zi) = z�(i), and�(z′
i ) = z′

�(i). For
eachek = {i, j} in E, let �(yk) = yl wheree′

l = {�(i), �(j)}.
To prove the remaining implication, we first need to make some observations about the

different types of variables. If we are given an isomorphism� fromT (H1) toT (H2), then as
we have already observed�(T (H1)) = T (H2). Now consider the following distinguishing
properties of the variables:
• Variables fromX are the only variables that occur at least twice. So,� will be a bijection

onX.
• Variables fromZ are those variables that occur exactly once and that occur together with
another variable that occurs exactly once. Hence,� will be a bijection also onZ.

• Since� is a bijection on bothX andZ, it will of course have to be a bijection also on the
variables inY.

So, given� we let�(i) = j if and only if �(xi) = xj . Now we must prove that{i, j} ∈ E

if and only if {�(i), �(j)} ∈ E′. If ek = {i, j}, then we know thatxi + xj + yk = 1 is in
T (H1). Hence,�(xi) + �(xj ) + �(yk) = 1 is in T (H2), i.e.,x�(i) + x�(j) + �(yk) = 1 is
in T (H2). Thus, we must have�(yk) = yl , wheree′

l = {�(i), �(j)}, so{�(i), �(j)} is an
edge inE′. On the other hand, if{�(i), �(j)} is an edge inE′, thenx�(i) + x�(j) + yl = 1

is in T (H2) (wheree′
l = {�(i), �(j)}). This gives us thatxi + xj + �−1(yl) = 1 must be in

T (H1). Since�−1(yl) = yk, whereek = {i, j}, we conclude that{i, j} ∈ E. Thus� is an
isomorphism fromH1 toH2 if and only if� is an isomorphism fromT (H1) toT (H2). This
completes our proof that GRAPH ISOMORPHISMis polynomial-time many-one reducible to
ISO-EQN∗

G whereG is a finite cyclic group.
By using the fundamental theorem of finitely generated Abelian groups it is possible to

extended this result to all finite Abelian groups. Note that all finite Abelian groups are of
course finitely generated.
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Lemma 17(Lang[9] ). Every finite Abelian group G is isomorphic to a direct product of
cyclic groups in the formZ

p
r1
1

× Z
p

r2
2

× · · · × Zp
rn
n
, where thepi ’s are(not necessarily

distinct) primes, and|G| = p
r1
1 · · · · · prn

n .

Thus given a system of equationsS1 over a finite Abelian groupG, we can use the
fundamental theorem of finitely generated Abelian groups to view it asn independent
systems of equations, each over a cyclic groupZ

p
ri
i
. Given a groupG�Z

p
r1
1

× Z
p

r2
2

×
· · · × Zp

rn
n
, denote the element 1

p
r1
1

× 1
p

r2
2

× · · · × 1p
rn
n
inG by 1G, where 1

p
ri
i
denotes the

element 1 inZ
p

ri
i
. LetT (H1)

′ andT (H2)
′ denote the systems of equations overGobtained

from T (H1) andT (H2) by replacing all occurrences of 1 by 1G.
We have proved above that there exists an isomorphism� from H1 to H2 if and only

if there exists an isomorphism� from T (H1) to T (H2) regardless of which finite cyclic
group the systems of equations are defined over. Moreover, if� is an isomorphism from
T (H1) to T (H2) then �(T (H1)) = T (H2), and of course�(T (H1)

′) = T (H2)
′ (i.e.,

T (H1)
′�T (H2)

′). Conversely, if there exists an isomorphism�′ from T (H1)
′ to T (H2)

′
(i.e.,�′(T (H1)

′)≡T (H2)
′), then�′(T (H1))≡T (H2) (for all Zp

ri
i

∈ {Z
p

r1
1
, Z

p
r2
2
, . . . , Zp

rn
n

},
and hence all finite cyclic groups).
Hence given a finite Abelian groupG and two graphsH1 andH2, thenH1 is isomor-

phic toH2 if and only if the two systems of equationsT (H1)
′ andT (H2)

′ overG are
isomorphic. �

Despite intensive research GRAPH ISOMORPHISMis not known to be in coNP. Hence, in
light of the previous theorem, it seems hard to prove that ISO-EQN∗

G is in coNP whenG is
an Abelian group.

3.1. Bounded length

If we restrict the isomorphism problem and require that all equations are of bounded
length, then we can prove an even tighter correspondence between the complexity of ISO-
EQN∗

G,k and GRAPH ISOMORPHISM.

Theorem 18. ISO-B-EQN∗
G,k is GRAPH ISOMORPHISM-complete under polynomial-time

many-one reductions when G is an Abelian group(different from the trivial one) andk�3.

Proof. It follows from the proof of Theorem15 that GRAPH ISOMORPHISMis polynomial-
time many-one reducible to ISO-B-EQN∗

G,k for Abelian groupsG andk�3. Hence what
remains is to give a polynomial-time many-one reduction from ISO-B-EQN∗

G,k to GRAPH

ISOMORPHISM. We will actually give a reduction from ISO-B-EQN∗
G,k to the GRAPH

ISOMORPHISM-complete problem vertex colored graph isomorphism (VCGI) [8]. Our re-
duction is a minor modification of the reduction in the proof of Claim 22 from Böhler et al.
[2] and our proof closely follows theirs.

Definition 19. VCGI is theproblemof, given twovertex-coloredgraphsH1 = (V1, E1, �1),
H2 = (V2, E2, �2), with�1, �2 : V → N̊ , to determinewhether thereexists an isomorphism
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fromH1 toH2 that preserves colors, i.e., whether there exists a bijection� : V1 → V2 such
that{v, v′} ∈ E1 if and only if {�(v), �(v′)} ∈ E2, and�1(v) = �2(�(v)) for all v ∈ V1.

LetS1 andS2 be two systems of equations of bounded length over an Abelian groupGon
variablesX. The case where at least one ofS1 andS2 are not solvable is trivially reducible to
GRAPHISOMORPHISM. Hence, we can assume that bothS1 andS2 are solvable. We will first
bring S1 andS2 into normal form. We choose an approach similar to that in Theorem15
and reduceS1 andS2 to the maximum set of equations of length at mostk that can be
inferred fromS1 andS2, respectively. Since bothS1 andS2 are solvable we can assume that
all equations only containing constants have been removed. Moreover, we assume that all
equations have been reduced in such a way that they contain no constants fromG except
for in the right-most position on the right-hand side (if an equation should lack a constant
we add 0 to it, where 0 denotes the identity inG). Since the group is Abelian this reduction
is trivial and the resulting system of equations is of course equivalent to the original one.
We call equations of this particular form reduced equations.
Let 〈S1〉 denote the set of all reduced equationsE of length at mostk such that all ofE’s

variables occur inX andS1 → E. It should be clear thatS1 is equivalent to〈S1〉, since
S1 ⊆ 〈S1〉 andS1 → 〈S1〉. We define〈S2〉 analogously. Note that〈S1〉 and〈S2〉 can be
computed in polynomial time (in|S1| + |S2|), since there exist at mostO(|X|k) reduced
equationsE of length at mostk such that all ofE’s variables occur inX, and sinceG is
Abelian we can use the polynomial-time algorithm for EQN∗

G to decide whetherS → E.
Note thatS → E if and only if for every assignment to the variables inE such thatE is not
satisfied, this assignment applied toSmakesSinsoluble. There is at mostO(|G|k) possible
assignments of the variables inE. Testing whether or not such an assignment makesS
insoluble can be done in polynomial time (by the result in [6]). So, it follows thatS → E

can be decided in polynomial time. It should be clear that if〈S1〉 is equivalent to〈S2〉 then
〈S1〉 = 〈S2〉, hence if� is a permutation of the variables inX such that�(〈S1〉) ≡ 〈S2〉, then
�(〈S1〉) = 〈S2〉.
Now we proceed and reduce〈S1〉 and〈S2〉 to vertex-colored graphsH1 andH2 such that

〈S1〉�〈S2〉 if and only if (H1, H2) ∈ VCGI.
Let 〈S1〉 consist of the equations A(1), . . . ,A(m), i.e.,

x11 + x12 + · · · + x1j1 = x1j1+1 + · · · + x1k1 + c1, (A(1))

x21 + x22 + · · · + x2j2 = x2j2+1 + · · · + x2k2 + c2, (A(2))
...

xm1 + xm2 + · · · + xmjm = xmjm+1 + · · · + xmkm + cm. (A(m))

Let T (〈S1〉) = H1 = (V ,E, �) be the following vertex-colored graph:
• V = {g0, g1, . . . , g|G|−1}∪{x | x ∈ X}∪{aij |1� i�m,1�j �ki+1}∪{Ai |1� i�m}.

Hence, the set of vertices corresponds to the elements inG, the variables inX, the elements
in the equations in〈S1〉, and the equations in〈S1〉.

• E = {{x, aij } | x = aij } ∪ {{c, aij } | c = aij } ∪ {{aij , Ai} |1� i�m,1�j �ki + 1}.
Thus, the edges indicate which variables and constants that occur in a given equation.

• The vertex coloring� is used to distinguish the different categories of vertices. Of course,
wemust allow any permutation of the variables, so all vertices corresponding to variables
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in X are assigned the same color. We also need to allow the permutation of vertices
corresponding to equations, and because the group is Abelian we allow the permutation
of vertices corresponding to elements within the same side of each equation.
◦ �(gi) = i, i.e., if ct = gi then�(ct ) = i,
◦ �(x) = |G| for all x ∈ X,
◦ �(Ar) = |G| + 1,
◦ �(aij ) = |G| + 2 if j �ji ,
◦ �(aij ) = |G| + 3 if ki �j > ji ,
◦ �(aij ) = |G| + 4 if j = ki + 1.

DefineT (〈S2〉) = H2 in the analogous way.
Given a permutation� of X such that�(〈S1〉) = 〈S2〉, then it is easily realized that

(T (〈S1〉), T (〈S2〉)) ∈ VCGI. For the converse, given a permutation� onT (〈S1〉)witnessing
the fact that(T (〈S1〉), T (〈S2〉)) ∈ VCGI, then we have�(〈S1〉) = 〈S2〉. Just note that any
permutation of vertices corresponding to equations forces a permutation of the vertices
corresponding to elements in the equations. Thus if�(Ai) = Aj thenwemust have�(ait ) =
ajs , for all 1� t �ki + 1 and some 1�s�kj + 1. Also note that because of the coloring,
� is the identity mapping on vertices corresponding to constants. Hence, the only thing
left is the permutation of vertices corresponding to variables inX. Thus we have�(〈S1〉)
= 〈S2〉. �

Using the same idea as in the proof of the preceding theoremwe can prove a tighter upper

bound for ISO-B-EQN∗
G,k, compared to the trivial�P

2 upper bound for non-Abelian groups
from Theorem12. More specifically we prove that ISO-B-EQN∗

G,k for non-Abelian groups

is in PNP|| , the class of problems solvable in polynomial time with parallel (i.e., truth-table)
access to an NP-oracle. This result is analogous to Corollary 23 in [2] and the proof is
the same.

Theorem 20. ISO-B-EQN∗
G,k is inP

NP|| .

Proof. LetS1 andS2 be two systems of equations on variablesXover a non-Abelian group
G. We use the same normal form as in the proof of the preceding theorem, i.e., we compute
〈S1〉 and〈S2〉. Following the proof of the preceding theorem it is easy to verify that〈S1〉
and〈S2〉 can be computed in polynomial time with parallel access to an NP-oracle. Now
the existence of a permutation� of the variables inX such that�(〈S1〉) = 〈S2〉 can be
determined with one query to an NP-oracle. Hence, it can be decided in polynomial time
with two rounds of parallel queries to NP whetherS1 andS2 are isomorphic, and thus by
the results in[5] it follows that ISO-B-EQN∗

G,k is in PNP|| . �

Böhler et al. [4] have proved that the isomorphism problem for systems of equations
having length at most 2 over the groupZ2 can be solved in polynomial time. We prove
that the isomorphism problem for systems of equations of length at most 2 is in P for all
groups.

Theorem 21. ISO-EQN∗
G,k is inP for all groups G whenk�2.
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Proof. We know from the proof of Theorem11 that we can check in polynomial time
whether systems of equations of length at most 2 are solvable. If neitherS1 nor S2 are
solvable, then they are of course isomorphic, and if just one ofS1 andS2 are solvable, then
they are not isomorphic. Hence we can assume that bothS1 andS2 are solvable.
Remember from the proof of Theorem 11 that we can represent the system of equations

Si , i ∈ {1,2}, as a graphGi with one vertex for each variable inSi and an edge between any
pair of vertices whose corresponding variables occur in the same equation inSi . It should
be clear that the connected components inGi correspond to independent subsystems ofSi .
Note that sinceSi hasa solution, so doeachof these independent subsystemsofSi . In factwe
know, from the proof of Theorem 11, how to compute in polynomial time all the solutions
of each of these subsystems and that they have at most|G| solutions each. Moreover, for
any two different solutions� and� of such a subsystem,�(x) �= �(x) hold for all variables
x in the subsystem. As we will see, this is the key of the proof.
We begin by treating subsystems having a unique solution. LetX1 andX2 be the set of

all variables occurring in subsystems, ofS1 andS2 respectively, having a unique solution.
Let �1 and�2 be the partial solutions, toS1 andS2 respectively, that are induced by the
subsystems having a unique solution. It is easy to check whether there exists a bijective
mapping�FIXED fromX1 toX2 such that for all variablesx ∈ X1, if �FIXED(x) = x′ then
�1(x) = �2(x′). If no such mapping�FIXED exists, then clearlyS1 � S2. On the other hand,
if S1�S2, then there exists an isomorphism� from S1 to S2 such that� and�FIXED agree
on the variables inX1. Hence, we can assume that each independent subsystem ofS1 and
S2 have at least 2 solutions.
Next we showhow to check in polynomial timewhether two independent subsystems,IS1

andIS2 corresponding to connected components ofG1 andG2 respectively, are isomorphic.
Let Y1 andY2 be the set of variables that occur inIS1 andIS2, respectively. IfIS1 andIS2
have a different number of solutions or|Y1| �= |Y2|, then IS1 � IS2. So we assume that
IS1 andIS2 have the same number of variables and solutions. Represent them (m� |G|)
solutions ofIS1 as am×|Y1| matrixM1 where the rows ofM1 are just the solutions ofIS1.
Define the matrixM2, corresponding to the solutions ofIS2, in the analogous way. Now, if
there exists a permutation of the rows and columns ofM1 (yielding a matrixM ′

1) such that
M ′

1 = M2, then clearlyIS1�IS2. If no such permutation exists, then it is easy to see that
IS1 � IS2. The existence of such a permutation can be determined in polynomial time since
the number of permutations of the rows inM1 is bounded by the constant|G|!. After each
such permutation it can be checked whether the resulting matrixM1

′′ admits a permutation
of the columns, yielding a matrixM ′

1 such thatM ′
1 = M2 (e.g., by sorting the columns in

M1
′′ andM2 in lexicographical order and checking for identity).
Now, we prove that if there exists an independent subsystemIS1 of S1 (corresponding to

a connected component ofG1) such thatIS1 is not isomorphic to any of the independent
subsystems ofS2 (corresponding to connected components ofG2), thenS1 � S2. Assume
the contrary, i.e., thatIS1 is not isomorphic to any of the independent subsystems ofS2 but
there exists a permutation� such that�(S1) ≡ S2. Two cases emerge, either the variables
in IS1 are mapped, by�, to the variables occurring in a single independent subsystem of
S2, or they are mapped to variables from more than one independent subsystem inS2.

If the variables inIS1 are mapped, by�, to the variables in a single subsystem,IS2, of S2,
then there must be a variablex in IS2 that does not occur in�(IS1) (otherwise we get a
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contradiction with the assumption thatIS1 � IS2 and�(S1) ≡ S2). Now, if we assign a
valuea to a variabley in �(IS1), then in IS2, x will be forced to take a valueb. By the
assumption that�(S1) ≡ S2, we have thatx must occur in a subsystem ofS1 (having at
least two solutions) that is independent ofIS1. So�(S1) has a solution wherea is assigned
to y andc is assigned tox, wherec �= b, again contradicting�(S1) ≡ S2.

In the second case�(IS1) contains variables from two different independent subsystems
of S1. Any solution of�(IS1) forces a solution to these independent subsystems ofS2. But
again since these subsystems ofS2 havemore than one solution each, there exists a solution
to S2 not satisfying�(S1) (contradicting�(S1) ≡ S2).
The outline of the polynomial-time algorithm for solving ISO-EQN∗

G,2 should now be
clear. For each independent subsystem,IS1 of S1 corresponding to a connected component
in G1, check whether there exists an independent subsystem,IS2 of S2 corresponding to
a connected component inG2, such thatIS1�IS2. If no such subsystemIS2 exists, then
we conclude thatS1 � S2. Otherwise removeIS1 andIS2 from S1 andS2 respectively, and
continue with the next independent subsystem ofS1. When all independent subsystems
of S1 corresponding to connected components ofG1 have been checked, without reaching
the conclusion thatS1 � S2, then we know thatS1�S2. �

4. Counting isomorphisms

Mathon[10] showed that thecountingversionofGRAPHISOMORPHISMispolynomial time
Turing reducible to the decision version. Thus, GRAPH ISOMORPHISMbehaves differently
than the knownNP-complete problems, because their counting versions seemsmuch harder
than their decision versions. This was historically the first hint that GRAPH ISOMORPHISM

might not be NP-complete. We prove analogous results for #ISO-EQN∗
G.

Given a systemof equationsSon variablesXover a finite groupG, we are interested in the
set of permutations� of the variables inX such that�(S) ≡ S. It is easy to see that this set
of permutations forms a group, denotedaut (S), the automorphism group ofS. #AUT-EQN∗

G

is the problem of counting the number of automorphisms of a system of equationsSover
G. That is, computing|aut (S)|.

Lemma 22. #AUT-EQN∗
G is Turing reducible toISO-EQN∗

G.

Proof. First note that we can determine whether a system of equationsS is solvable or not
by making a single query to ISO-EQN∗

G. If S is insoluble, then of course|aut (S)| = |X|!,
whereX is the set of variables occurring inS.
We call variablesxi andxj equivalent with respect toS if, for any assignment� that

satisfiesS, we have�(xi) = �(xj ). By ES(xi) we denote the set of variables inS that are
equivalent toxi . Consider any automorphism� ∈ aut (S), if � mapsxi to xk, then clearly
�(ES(xi)) = ES(xk); moreover, each bijection fromES(xi) toES(xk) can be extended to
an automorphism ofS. Note that whenS is a system of equations over an Abelian group,
then the setsES(xi) for all xi in X, can be computed in polynomial time: just check whether
or not S ≡ S ∪ {xi = xj } for all xj in X (remember that by Corollary7 we know that
equivalence of systems of equations over Abelian groups is in P). In the case whereS is
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a system of equations over a non-Abelian group we can use an NP-oracle to check whether
or not S ≡ S ∪ {xi = xj } for all xj in X. Since ISO-EQN∗

G for non-Abelian groups is
coNP-hard, we can in particular use this method when we have ISO-EQN∗

G as an oracle.
The notion of equivalence of variables is an equivalence relation onX. For each equiva-

lence class choose a variable in that class, sayxi , and replace all occurrences of the variables
fromES(xi) byxi inS. The resulting systemof equationsS′ is defined on the set of variables
I corresponding to the equivalence classes ofX. The number of permutations� of X such
that�(S) ≡ S is equal to

|aut (S′)| ∏

xi∈I

|ES(xi)|!.

Hence what remains to be done is to compute|aut (S′)|, i.e., the number of permutations�
of I such that�(S′) ≡ S′.
We need a construction that forces a variable to bemapped to itself under any permutation

� of I, such that� ∈ aut (S′). We use the same construction as the one used in the proof of
[1, Lemma 5.1] to achieve this goal.
Note that� alwaysmapsxi to a variablexk such that|ES′(xi)| = |ES′(xk)|. The idea is to

make|ES′(xi)| unique by introducing newequations of the formxi = zij , wherezij is a new
variable called a labelling variable. Recall thatS′ was constructed fromSby eliminating
all equivalent variables. Hence, for eachxi in I = {x1, . . . , xn} we have|ES′(xi)| = 1.
Let L(xi) denote

⋃i
j=1{xi = zij }, andS′[I ] the system of equations that is constructed as

follows:

S′[I ] = S′ ∪ ⋃

xi∈I

L(xi).

Now with the technicalities of the labelling out of the way, we can proceed to compute
|aut (S′)|. LetS′[x1,...,xn] be the system of equations (corresponding toS′) where all variables
have been labelled in the way described above. Letautid(S

′[I ]) denote the set (group) of
automorphisms ofS′[I ] that acts as the identity mapping on all labelling variables. Hence,
|autid(S′[x1,...,xn])| = 1 andautid(S′) = aut (S′). The key for computing|aut (S′)| lies in
the fact that|autid(S′[x1,...,xi−1])| = di |autid(S′[x1,...,xi−1,xi ])|, wheredi is the size of the orbit
of xi under the action ofautid(S′[x1,...,xi−1]).
Recall that the orbit ofxi under the action ofautid(S′[x1,...,xi−1]) is the set{�(xi) | � ∈

autid(S
′[x1,...,xi−1])}. Let di be the size of the orbitoi of xi under the action of

autid(S
′[x1,...,xi−1]), and let�k (1�k�di) be an automorphism inautid(S′[x1,...,xi−1]) which

mapsxi to the kth variable inoi . Every {� ∈ autid(S
′[x1,...,xi−1])} can be decomposed

as a product of a unique� ∈ {�1, . . . ,�di
} and a unique� ∈ autid(S

′[x1,...,xi−1,xi ]).
Hence,|autid(S′[x1,...,xi−1])| = di |autid(S′[x1,...,xi−1,xi ])|. It should be clear that|aut (S′)| =
d1d2 . . . dn. The fact that the order of a permutation group can be computed from the size
of the orbits in the way described above is a standard result from group theory, cf.[8]
for details.
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The orbit ofxi underautid(S′[x1,...,xi−1]) can be found by makingn − i queries to ISO-
EQN∗

G. Ask the queryS′[x1,...,xi−1][xi]�S′[x1,...,xi−1][xj ] for each variablexj , j � i, where
S′[x1,...,xi−1][xi] andS′[x1,...,xi−1][xj ] denotes systems of equations wherexi andxj have been
assigned the same (unique) label (using the method described above). If the answer is yes,
we know thatxj is in the orbit ofxi underautid(S′[x1,...,xi−1]). Hence|aut (S′)| = d1d2 . . . dn

can be computed by makingO(n2) queries to ISO-EQN∗
G. This completes the proof of the

fact that #AUT-EQN∗
G is Turing reducible to ISO-EQN∗

G. �

The following theorem states that it is no harder to count the number of isomorphisms
between two systems of equations over a fixed finite group than to decide whether an
isomorphism exists at all. This indicates that ISO-EQN∗

G is not NP-complete for Abelian
groups, and that ISO-EQN∗

G is not�P
2-complete for non-Abelian groups.

Theorem 23. #ISO-EQN∗
G is Turing equivalent toISO-EQN∗

G.

Proof. The proof is based on the same principle as the analogous proof for GRAPHISOMOR-
PHISMdue to Mathon[10]. For Mathon’s arguments to work, we need to make sure that all
variables inX occur in bothS1 andS2. This can be easily achieved by paddingS1 (S2) with
(dummy) equations of the formx = x, for all variablesx that are inX but do not occur in
S1 (S2). Denote the padded systems byS′

1 andS′
2, respectively. It should be clear that the

number of permutations� of X such that�(S1) ≡ S2 equals the number of permutations�
of X such that�(S′

1) ≡ S′
2. Hence, we will assume from now on that all variables inXoccur

both inS1 andS2.
Of course ISO-EQN∗

G is trivially polynomial-time reducible to #ISO-EQN∗
G. The rest of the

proof will be spent on establishing a polynomial-time Turing reduction from #ISO-EQN∗
G

to ISO-EQN∗
G. LetN1 be the number of permutations� of X such that�(S1) ≡ S2. If S1 is

not isomorphic toS2, i.e., there exists no permutation� of X such that�(S1) ≡ S2, then
N1 = 0. Otherwise,N1 = |aut (S1)| = |aut (S2)|. This can be realized by noting that if� is
a permutation such that�(S1) ≡ S2, and� ∈ aut (S1), then� ◦ � is also a permutation such
that� ◦ �(S1) ≡ S2 (note that� ◦ � denotes the composition where� is applied prior to�,
hence� ◦ �(S1) = �(�(S1))). In addition, any permutation�′ such that�′(S1) ≡ S2 can be
uniquely expressed as�′ = �′ ◦�, where�′ ∈ aut (S1). Thus, the set of isomorphisms from
S1 to S2 is the right coset,aut (S1) ◦ �, where� is an isomorphism fromS1 to S2. Hence, it
follows from Lemma 22 that #ISO-EQN∗

G is Turing reducible to ISO-EQN∗
G. �

Mathon’s algorithm for computing the number of isomorphisms of two graphs, has the in-
teresting property that at each intermediate stage the number of isomorphismsof the labelled
graphs are known. This property has been exploited to prove that GRAPHISOMORPHISM(GI)
is low forPP, i.e.,GRAPHISOMORPHISMis powerlessasanoracle toPP (PPGI = PP) [8]. This
is generally interpreted as further evidence for the hypothesis that GRAPH ISOMORPHISMis
not NP-complete. For the details and significance of lowness results, again consult [8]. The
properties of our algorithm (that is based onMathon’s algorithm) for computing #ISO-EQN∗

G

together with the same argument as that preceding Theorem 5.3 in [1] implies the following
lowness results.
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Corollary 24. PPIAb = PP,andPPIG = PPNP, whereIAb denotesISO-EQN∗
G for Abelian

groups andIG denotesISO-EQN∗
G for non-Abelian groups.

Hence ISO-EQN∗
G for Abelian groups is powerless as an oracle to PP, and ISO-EQN∗

G for
non-Abelian groups is no more powerful than an NP-oracle for PP.

5. Conclusions

Wegive dichotomies (under the assumption that coNP�= P) for the complexity of EQUIV-
EQN∗

G and EQUIV-EQN∗
G,k for all finite groupsG and constantsk. A natural direction for

future research would be to prove similar dichotomies for EQUIV-EQN∗
G and EQUIV-EQN∗

G,k

for all finite semigroupsGand constantsk. But, in light of the recent results in[7], we must
say that these problems seem very challenging.
As for the complexity of ISO-EQN∗

G, the situation is not as clear. We prove that the
problem is in�P

2 and coNP-hard in the non-Abelian case, and that it is in NP and GRAPH

ISOMORPHISM-hard in the Abelian case. But the results in Theorem 23 and Corollary 24
give strong indications that these upper bounds (�P

2 and NP, respectively) are not tight.
For the isomorphism problem for systems of equations of bounded length, we prove that
ISO-B-EQN∗

G,k is in P whenk�2 (for all groupsG). If k�3, then ISO-B-EQN∗
G,k is GRAPH

ISOMORPHISM-completewhenG is Abelian (and different from the trivial group), and coNP-
hard and in PNP|| for all non-Abelian groupsG.

Our results for the complexity of the equivalence and isomorphism problems for systems
of equations over finite groups complement the complexity results for deciding solvability
and counting solutions to systems of equations over finite groups presented in [6,12]. The
equivalence and isomorphism problems for systems of equations over finite groups are
natural special cases of the equivalence and isomorphism problems for constraints over
finite domains. Hence, our results can also be seen as a first attempt of generalizing the
results due to Böhler et al. [2,4] on the complexity of the equivalence and isomorphism
problems for Boolean constraints.
It is interesting to observe that so many of the constructions and proof techniques pre-

viously used in the literature in relation to other isomorphism problems (e.g., [1,2,4,10])
can be reused. This seems to suggest that a more unified treatment of these and similar
isomorphism problems is possible.
Another question left open by the present paper is that of the relative complexity of the

isomorphismproblems, e.g., it is far fromclearwhether or not there exists apolynomial-time
reduction from ISO-EQN∗

G to ISO-B-EQN∗
G,k for some constantk.

Moreover, it has been proved by the use of interactive proofs, that GRAPH ISOMORPHISM

and formula isomorphism are not NP-complete and�P
2-complete respectively, unless the

polynomial hierarchy collapses [1,8]. It would be interesting to investigate whether similar
techniques can be used to prove analogous results for ISO-EQN∗

G.
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